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The asymptotic log likelihood function for a class 
of stationary processes 
SÁNDOR VERES 
The study of the weak consistency of maximum likelihood (ML) estimators for 
stationary processes in the scalar case was initiated by WHITTLE [7]. The strong con-
sistency of the ML estimates for parameters of ARMA processes has intensively 
been dealt with by some authors. HANNAN [5] and DUNSMUIR and HANNAN [2] have 
given the strong laws of large numbers and the central limit theorem for ML esti-
mates of ARMA processes. RISSANEN and CAINES [6] constructed the likelihood func-
tion via the innovation process. They proved the uniform P a.s. convergence of the 
log likelihood function over a compact set of parameters with fixed McMillan 
degree or Kronecker indices. A similar problem has been investigated by ARATÓ [1] 
in the continuous time case. These results show that one of the possible methods for 
proving the strong consistency of ML estimators is to show the P a.s. uniform 
convergence of the log likelihood function to the asymptotic one. 
Our main aim in this paper is to extend the earlier results on the P a.s. uniform 
convergence of the log likelihood function. In a natural parameter domain the cor-
responding set of spectral densities would contain a sequence of spectral densities of 
stationary processes approaching to nonstationary processes, which is not allowed 
here. However we have that (i) the convergence holds not only over a special compact 
set of parameters, but on an arbitrary compact set of spectral densities, (ii) the con-
vergence is shown for a wider class of processes then the ARMA processes. 
1. Introduction. We shall consider discrete time r-dimensional stationary proc-
esses having exponentially bounded covariances. For 0</sT, 0<oc<l , let S(K,OL) 
denote the set of spectral densities 4>(cu), co€[—n, n] such that the sequences of 
covariance matrices 
It 1Z 
C,= J <P((a)eiu° dm, C t += / $(cü)-1ef'ű,dw, fgZ 
—« —N 
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are uniformly bounded by the powers of a: 
(1.1) ||Ct| S jKal'l flC+|| sJ&tl'l r e z 
where ||o||2 = t>J + .v+t>* is the norm of a vector y=(ui, ..., vn)' and M[|2 = 
= sup M«||2 for a matrix A. The transpose of A will be denoted by A'. Let 
flu[T = 1 
u S(K,a). K> 0,s<l 
The log likelihood function is defined as usual by 
( U ) Ln(y„, *) = logdet r n ( $ ) + iy'nrn(<P)-iyn 
where 
C 0 Cx... C„_x 
P _ C-l Co ••• 2 n ' . • 
.C-n+i Co . 
is the Toeplitz matrix (see GRENANDER and SZEGS [3]) composed from the autocova-
riance matrix sequence C„ t£ Z. In the following —S- denotes convergence in 
probability. Convergence with probability 1 will be written as P a.s. 
2. Convergence of the log likelihood function. Introduce on ¡F the metric Q 
e(<p,T)=esssup sup \<PJk(co)-'Fjk((o)\ <P,<F£Sr. 
c>€[—i,n]l sj.ksr 
Theorem 1. Let SQS(K, a) be compact. If y„ t£Z is a Gaussian stationary 
process with spectral density <P0££f then with probability 1 
(2.1) i ^ . , * ) - - ¿ - f [logdst^{co) + ti^(co)0o(co)]dco 
—it 
as n—uniformly for <P£S. 
Proof. The proof is based on some lemmas and properties of Toeplitz matrices. 
Lemma 1. With the above notations 
1 1 * 
(2.2) — l o g d e t r „ ( $ ) - — J log det <P(co)dco 
— n 
as n—<=° uniformly for <P£S. 
Proof. This statement is an extension of Szego's classical theorem and we refer 
to GYIRES [4] for its proof. 
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L e m m a 2. For each holds the convergence 
(2.3) Pn = ^a'nr.GP)-1*, f tr <p-i(CB)*„{©) a » , 
where <P0 is the spectral density of yt, t£Z. 
Proof . The proof of this lemma is a straightforward modification for the vec-
torial case of a result of GRENANDER and SZEGO [3] in Section 11.5. 
It will be proved by Lemmas 3.1—3.5 that yn converges P a.s. uniformly to some 
function, then by Lemma 2 the limit function is the right hand side of (2.3) P a.s. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be based on an approximation of the matrix T„ 
with another matrix L„ defined in the following way. Let U„ be an orthogonal matrix 
of order nr composed from the /--order matrices 
Let D„ be an nr-order matrix with the /--order matrices [ D „ ] v v = ( 2 n i v / n ) in 
the diagonal and 0 everywhere else, i.e. [f„]tIV=0, if f i^v. 
Now we define Ln by Ln = U*DnUn and Cv is given by C T =(1 — |v|/p)Cy if 
]v|</> and C„=0 if |v| =p. 
L e m m a 3.1. Let p be in the above definition of L„ p—p(n)=[nll2+e], where 
l / 4 < £< 1/2 is a once for all fixed, but arbitrary number. Then for all natural numbers k 
Wn]„ = fi,v = 1, 2, ..., r, 
where / , is the r-order identity matrix. We define <5p by 
*,(«) = ¿ f 1 -—)Cyeivx, x{[-7t, n], p= 1,2, 
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First we show the convergence of (2.4). Using the notations 




because of the inequalities 
M = sup ess sup ||4>(x)ll 
' J S k-M"'1 
and 
(2.7) 
11 Ail s sup ||$p(ix)S 5 ess sup I<?(*)!! S M jcg[—n.it] *€[—n.n] 
. sup |*p(ix)|| ^ ess sup j|^(x)||. 
Introduce the notation z„ = Wnyn, then the expression in (2.4) takes the form 
1 
-fn(Ln-K„)zn. 
Since the process {yn, n£Z} is stationary and ergodic so is the scalar process 
{IIjJI2: "€Z}. This implies that the averages 
" " H W I H M + . . . + WI2) = n - i j j » 
converge P a.s., and therefore the sequence {/2_1^n | |2: n(EN} is bounded P a.s. by 
a number K(co), which depends on the elementary event co. This implies that the 
sequence / i - 1 | | z j 2 , n£N is bounded P a.s., indeed 
«-Ml.zJ2 « " W W 2 < k.M«-in-i\\x„V ^ k• Mk~1K{co). 
The /--order matrix block of L„ at place (v, ¡i) can easily be computed as 
frj,., = - Z e-Wlr<Pp(2nijln)eWrr = j ? Cv_ n j=.1 •fi + mn' 
(2.8) 
Now we deduce the following sequence of inequalities 
±/„(Ln-Kn)zn 
= -^(yiGp-iZn-p+i + yzCp-iZn-p+2+ ••• +y'pQp-iZ„) + 
+ - r (y'n p+sCi-PZP. i - f •:+y'„C„-pZ1) + 
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+ -~(y'n-p+iQ2-pzp-i'^ ••• +JnC2_pz1)+.. . +~^y'nQozi 
! ^ /r1|IQ>-ill(lbill K-p+ill + WI ||zB_J,+2|| + ... + | |^| | | |rJ) + 
+ " - 1 ll^i-pll (lb„-p+1|| II z j + b„_p+2|| +... + b J INI + 
+ «_1l|C2-pll(lbn-p+2ll lkp-i|| + ... + |b„|| ||z1||)+... + «-1||C0l|||3;n||||z1|l S 
^ { p m c ^ - A p - ^ l V p l «-1 / 2( | |zn_p + 1 | i2+... + | | z n | i r 2 + 
+(W")1/2l|Cp_2||Jp-1/2||^_1||«-1/2(||zn_p+2|12+... + | |zn | |T2+--. 
••• +(W«)1/2IICollp~1/2boll "~1/2lkll + 
+(W")1 / 2l |c1_p | |n-1/2(|b I I_p + 1p+... + |bn | |2)1 /V-1 /2EzPi+... 
••• +(p/")1/2lic0|| n~1/2b«ll^"1/2lki!l == 
S(plnr*{P£\\Cv\\)K(coy<*K0(a)yl* + 
v=0 
+(W»)1/2( i i i q i d ^ c « ) ^ ^ ) 1 ^ 
v=l—p 
P a.s., where the notation K0(co)=k • Mk~1 was used. The last inequality follows 
from the simple relations 
«-HIIZ^-HP+.-. + I I Z J 2 ^ ^ ^ ) , i = 1,2 P 
and 
«"Hlbn-p+iP+'-' + lbnll2) = ¡=1,2,..„p. 
But Z l |cv | |<°° and therefore both summands in (2.8) converge to 0 as 
7j— oo p a.s. which implies that the expression in (2.7) converges to 0 P a.s. which was 
to be proved. 
For proving (2.5) the following lemma can be applied, which gives an approxi-
mation of the powers of Toeplitz matrices. 
Lemma 3.2. For each k^l 
(2.9) p J - J t l l ^ O as 7 2 - - . 
Proof. Define the norm | - | for «-order symmetric matrices F by |r|2= 
= — 2 r l j - Using the inequality |r |^ | |r | | it follows that n i 
\Kn-rn\* = 2« _ 1 Z (v2//>2)(n—v) |CV|2 + 2 « - 1 ¿ ( « - v ) | C v | 2 
V = 1 v=p 
2A\cvr+2n-Hn-p) Z-ncj». 
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In the last sum 
¿ v 2 | | C v | | 2 < ~ and 2 HQ,||2 = 0(ap)-
»=1 v=p 
Thus \ 
from which we can conclude that 
\Kn-r„\ ^ o(n~v*). 
Denote the eigenvalues of the matrix Vn=n~x(Kn-r„) by A<n), ..., A£\ Then 
1 nr 1 
TIT |=i nr 
and by the preceding inequality 
(2.11) \Vn\ ^ o(n-W). 
By (2.10) and (2.11) 
(2.12) ||FJ 0 (» - i ) . 
Since \\KJ^M and ||r„||=sM 
n - m K Z - n \ \ ^ ? i - i i K n - r n \ \ . k . M k - i = ||FJ k-M*~\ 
Finally it follows from (2.11) and (2.12) that 
| « - i ( A j - r £ ) | ^ oi«- 1 ) 
and therefore Lemma 3.2 can be concluded. Applying (2.9) we have 
(2.13) ^ W I M « " 1 ) = .«-1 W » o ( l ) . 
But n - l ^ H A X e o ) P a.s., and by the inequality (2.13) it yields 
as tt—°° P a.s., and this was to be proved. 
This means that both expressions in (2.4) and (2.5) tend to 0 as n — P a.s., and 
this completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
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For later proofs we introduce the term 
C(n,j) = - 2 e-2*,>/n<^<n)(27nv/H), n = 1,2, ..., j = 0, ± 1, . . . . n V=1 
which plays an important role in the theory of Toeplitz matrices and the following two 
statements are valid. 
L e m m a 3.3. Using the previous notation for p(n) there is an L 0 > 0 such that 
!|C(n,./)ll — L0{2p(ri))k~1ciJ 
holds. 
L e m m a 3.4. There are numbers A and B, which do not depend on n or j such that 
\\CU)-C(n,j)\\^A.p(n)-i+B.jn-i 
holds, where 
CO) = ^ r / • e~ i la dco> j = ° ' ± l>±2> 
—n 
The proofs of Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 can easily be given using the defini-
tions of C(n,j) and C(j). 
L e m m a 3.5. The sequence 
-> « = 1 , 2 , . . . 
converges as n-»°° uniformly over S P a.s.. 
Proof . Taking into consideration the previous definitions 
(2.14) = 1 % Z i-e*««>»-lW->y;$*p(27ziV/n)ym = 
n n m,l — l v—1 n 
= i yiC(n,l-m)yu = ±- "£ 2y'yC(n,j)y^j, n m,l = 1 n 1 v=o 
where the notations a = m a x ( l , —y+1) and / = m i n (n—j, n) were used. 
Using the stationary and ergodic property of {y„: n£Z} and Lemma 7 for 
fixed j, with the notation yj=tr TjCQ') 
(2.15) C(n, j)yv+J - E(yi C ( j ) y 1 + J ) = yj n v = a 
holds uniformly over S P a.s.. 
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To prove this convergence we show that taking in (2.14) C(j) in place of C(n,j) 
we have uniformly the same limit P a.s.. This comes from 
(2.16) I £y'C(n,j)yv+J~ "Z 2 y'vC(j)yv+J 
" j= - n + 1 v=o n j= - n + 1 v=a 
S I "S i Ibvll\\C(n,j)-C(J)\\\\yv+j\\ S n j=-n+1 \=a 
— -j- 2 2 bvll l |c(«, /)-c(0ll lbv + J- | | + 
4 2 i bvll(l|C(H, /)I + ||C(/)||)||^V+,|| -
^ 2 p(n,j)n-i 2\\y*r+ 2 2L0(2K«))"-1 a i ' i i ¿ | | . y v p s 
l=-JO>) v=l Bêl>;(») » v=l 
S (2/(n)+ l)/>(«, j) • AT(co) + 2£0(2/7 («))*~1 JsT(co)-¡-^ 
P a.s. for all elementary events, where the notation p(n,j)=Ap(ri)~1+Bjn~1 was 
used. Now we choose j(n) so that j(n)/p(n)-~0 as n — Let e.g. j(n)=[nll2~e'2]. 
The on the right hand side of (2.16) both expressions tend to 0. Indeed, the conver-
gence of the first term is obvious, and the convergence of the second easily follows 
from 
p ( n f ~ ̂ ["'"-'"i - 0, as n - o o . 
Now choose an arbitrary fixed _/„> 1 and take the limit of the first 2j0+1 terms 
in 
(2-17) ± 2 2y*c(i)yv+l = 
« 1 = — n + 1 V = fl 
= 2 ^ 2y'*c(i)yv+t+ 2 
l = -jt n v = a n£|/Wo n »"»« 
Thé second term can be majorized with the aid of (1.3) 
(2.18) 2 ^ - 2 y ' M i ) y v + l 
" S l ' W o n v=o 
S 2V0ocJo(l - a ) - 1 ^ ) . 
Then it follows by (2.15), (2.17) and (2.18) that 
2 yi-n;«)sîim,nmi- n2 2y'*c(i)yv+l ^ 2 7i+v(h) 
l = - J 0 " J = - n + l v = o l=~Jo 
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uniformly over S P a.s. for all _/„> 1, where the notation V(j0) =2VaaJo(l —a)~1K(co) 
was used. This implies by (2.1§) that 
lim \y'nLknyn = lim -J- J ' 2y'vC(l)yv+l = 2 7, 
uniformly over S P a.s., which completes the proof of the lemma. 
L e m m a 3. — y'n converges uniformly over S P a.s. as 
Proof . By Lemma 3.1 has the same limit as n~1y'nLknyn uniformly 
over S P a.s.. Therefore 
(2-19) 
converges uniformly P a.s. as too. Here /„ denotes the unit matrix of order 
nr. We shall choose o O so that 
(2.20) K - c F . m ^ x , « = 1 , 2 , . . . 
be valid with a fixed 0 < / < l over S. The existence of such c^O will be assured by 
0 < m i n e s s s u p ||$(;t)|| Smax ess sup ||<P(x)||. Indeed, 
R - a T j = max \u'(In-crn)u\ = 
= max {1 - c • min uT„u, c • max uT„u-1} = ^(<f>) 
and therefore it is enough to choose c = c 0 so that 
®es,*e[—it, n) 
be valid. 
It follows that there is a fixed 1 such that 
\\i„-c0-rnm\=x№)^x 
uniformly over S for all n = l , 2 , . . . . 
Now we can apply a natural expansion of T"1: 
r;1 = c0(Tn+(In-c0rn)+(In-c0rnf+...). 
Thus we get the series 
(2.21) ^ ' n r - ^ n = c 0 z ] - M - c 0 r n f y n . n H=p n 
15 
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Using Lemmas 3—6 we conclude that the terms in the series (2.21) converge uni-
formly P a.s., an can be evaluated by k 
(2.22) ^-M-c0r„)k J 1 2 IWIV K(co)Xk. n I n V=1 
By the previous convergence results we may use the notation 
(2.23) r(k) = lira ^ / n ( I„-c a r n ) k ? n P a.s. k= 1,2,.... 
Then by (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23) for all fixed k0£ N 
2 r(k)-K(a>)&( 1 - x ) - 1 ^ Uffi, I S ^/„r-1^ s 
fc = 0 n-oo n 
s I r W + W - r 1 ' . t=o 
holds uniformly over S P a.s.. This implies 
(2.24) lim = 2 r(k) tl k=0 
where the convergence is uniform over S P a.s., completing the proof of Lemma 3 
and thus the proof of Theorem 1 too. 
3. Strong consistency. As a consequence of Theorem 1 the following con-
sistency theorem can be concluded for processes with exponentially stable covar-
iances. 
Theorem 2. Let SQS(K,a) be a compact set of spectral densities and let 
y„ t£Z be a Gaussian stationary process with spectral density €>0£S. Then for the 
estimates obtained by minimizing Ln{yn, $) over S 
(3.i) 
P a.s. as n — •», where the convergence is considered in metric Q of the uniform con-
vergence on S. 
Proof. The proof follows by a standard argumentation from Theorem 1 and 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. L(<P, $0) is continuous with $ as a variable on S and attains its 
minimum value over S only at <P=<P0. 
Proof. For all it, n] the matrices <P(x) and $ 0 ( x ) a r e positive definite. 
Therefore the matrix 4>~14>0(x) must have positive eigenvalues (x), X2(x), ... 
..., Ar(x), although <P~1<P0(x) is not necessarily symmetric. 
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By the inequality log AS A —1, A=-0 we have 
r r 
( 3 . 2 ) 2logXf(x)-2li(.x)+r*0 ¡=i i=l 
and thus 
log det - 1 <P0 (x) — tr [<P <P0(;c)] + r == 0 
that can be written in the form 
r+log det <£„(*)-(log det <2>(x)+tr [<£-1i>0(;c)]) =§ 0. 
Taking the integral of both sides over [—n, n] we have 
¿(<P0, <P0) S L(<P, <P0) 
and equality is here only if equality holds in (3.2) for all x£[—n, n], which implies 
A 1 ( X ) = A 2 ( J T ) = . . . = A , ( X ) = l, x£.[—n,%] and this is equivalent to <P(X) = <P0(X), 
Remark. Assume that the topological space 0 is a parametrization for statio-
nary processes with exponentially bounded covariances, i.e. there is an injective 
continuous map r: 0->-S(K,a) such that the process with parameter &£© has 
spectral density t(0). Let 0CQ0 be a compact subset of parameters. If the observed 
process y„ tdZ has parameter 0 o d ©c then by Theorem 2 the estimates computed 
by minimizing L„(yn, z($)) over 0C are strongly consistent. 
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